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ABSTRACT

Within the wider open science reform movement, HCI researchers

are actively debating how to foster transparency in their own

field. Publication venues play a crucial role in instituting open

science practices, especially journals, whose procedures arguably

lend themselves better to them than conferences. Yet we know lit-

tle about how much HCI journals presently support open science

practices. We identified the 51 most frequently published-in jour-

nals by recent CHI first authors and coded them according to the

Transparency and Openness Promotion guidelines, a high-profile

standard of evaluating editorial practices. Results indicate that jour-

nals in our sample currently do not set or specify clear openness

and transparency standards. Out of a maximum of 29, the modal

score was 0 (mean = 2.5, SD = 3.6, max = 15). We discuss potential

reasons, the aptness of natural science-based guidelines for HCI,

and next steps for the HCI community in furthering openness and

transparency.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Recent years have seen major efforts to evaluate and improve the

credibility of published research. Catalyzed by the publication of

highly improbable results (e.g., [3]) and meta-scientific research

on topics such as questionable research practices [20], misconduct

and fraud [47], and publication bias [11], a growing number of
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researchers have become aware of systems and practices that un-

dermine the trustworthiness of the research literature.

The situation, according to some, is dire. One study demonstrated

that as much as half of published research could be false [27]. An-

other similarly shows that with a combination of common statistical

practices like choosing between more than one dependent variable,

optionally controlling for covariates, and collecting more data after

a non-significant result, false positive rates can rise as high as 61%

for a nominal p < .05 level of significance [50]. A project to replicate

100 important findings in psychology found that only 36 replication

studies yielded significant effects, compared to 97 of the original

studies [41]. On average, effect sizes in the replication studies were

approximately half of the original studies.

Under the labels “open science" and “science reform", numerous

researchers and organizations are seeking to address these issues by

introducing new norms, standards, and practices such as increased

sharing of data, materials, and code; preregistration to distinguish

confirmatory and exploratory analyses; and registered reports to

ensure that well-designed experiments producing null results still

constitute publishable findings. The science reform movement can

be seen as a systematic attempt at promoting openness and trans-

parency across research culture, summarized in Figure 1. Platforms

like the Open Science Framework (https://osf.io) and Dataverse

(https://dataverse.org) strive to make open research practices like

preregistration and data sharing possible and easy, while collabo-

rative efforts and outreach work like the ReproducibiliTea journal

club [42] or CHI special interest group meetings [28] currently

work to make them normative. We argue that publishers can play a

crucial role in rewardingÐand ultimately requiringÐthat authors

adopt open practices. It is this topic that forms the basis of the

current paper.

1.1 Open Science and HCI

Recognition of the above problems and calls to action have per-

meated human-computer interaction (HCI) [8, 12, 55, 58] and con-

nected fields, including computer science [7], health informatics

[9], graphics and visualization [4, 30], and computing education

[1].

Notable community efforts include the RepliCHI workshop se-

ries [58] deliberating the form, fit, and value of replications for HCI

research, recently reiterated by Cockburn and colleagues [8], and

the CHI Transparent Statistics events [28], which have resulted in

recommendations for revising the author submission guidelines

of CHI (https://transparentstatistics.org/). A good number of HCI

and CSCW researchers have been looking into socio-technical, de-

sign, and usability barriers and solutions to the adoption of open

science practices and tools [15, 16, 32, 44, 45, 52]. Others have em-

pirically assessed the status of openness and transparency in the
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Figure 1: Hierarchy of research culture factors affecting the adoption of openness and transparency standards, with focus of

current paper highlighted in blue. Adapted from [39].

HCI community. Thus, Hornbaek et al. [25] found that only 3% of

HCI articles across 4 outlets in 2014 were replications, and many

of these accidental. Vornhagen and colleagues [53] investigated

current practices involving transparency and null hypothesis sig-

nificance testing in papers at the CHI sister conference CHI PLAY.

Only 20% of the studied CHI PLAY papers included detailed materi-

als (questionnaires, software, etc), less than 5% were accompanied

by open data, and none of them shared their analysis code. Simi-

larly low (<3%) rates of data sharing were found in another study

of CHI 2016 and 2017 papers [12]. A self-report survey study of

CHI authors from 2018ś19 offers a slightly more promising outlook,

with approximately 20% of authors sharing raw data [55]. While

the latter study is subject to self-selection bias, it may indicate that

rates of sharing have increased somewhat in recent years.

One continuing strand in this work is reflection on the aptness

of open science norms, standards, and practices for HCI research.

“Open science" is construed in a variety of ways across research

communities, variously concerned with e.g. increasing public ac-

cess to science, redressing democratic inequalities in knowledge

access, or making scientific collaboration more efficient [14]. In

the context of the replication crisis and responding reform move-

ment, “open science" is chiefly construed as a set of (sometimes

quite technical) standards and practices geared towards furthering

Mertonian norms of science [35] and preventing so-called question-

able research practices that are seen to undermine the reliability,

validity, and trustworthiness of academic research [39, 40]. This

movement is largely grounded in scientific paradigms that aim to

develop general theories through quantitative and hypothetico-

deductive research; by extension, it tends to align with a broadly

realist/post-positivist philosophy of science. Specifically, the open

science reform movement is concerned with previously unacknowl-

edged “researcher degrees of freedom" and incentives that lead

researchers to (ab)use hypothetico-deductive experimental and sta-

tistical methods in ways that generate spurious positive results

and under-report actual negative findings. Open science norms and

standards guide researchers to publicly “lock in" their hypotheses

and research designs and honestly and fully report them, including

all data and analysis procedures, such that their work manifests

an actual hypothesis test, and other researchers can scrutinise it in

each step.

HCI, in contrast, often engages in describing and understanding

novel phenomena, generating theory, exploring new solutions and

design spaces, engineering work, or applied, critical, or qualita-

tive research. The HCI community includes many researchers that

pursue e.g. designerly or qualitative research paradigms and/or sub-

scribe to pragmatist, constructivist, or other philosophies of science.

Many of the underlying assumptions and concerns of realist/post-

positivist hypothetico-deductive research do not transfer into these

families of research, and vice versa. This diversity notwithstanding,

as Cockburn and others have pointed out, good portions of HCI re-

search are engaged in quantitative, hypothetico-deductive research

[7, 8] and/or would benefit from engaging in large incremental

research programs developing general theories [31]. Furthermore,

openness and transparency standards hold many benefits for HCI

across research paradigms that go beyond increasing the trustwor-

thiness of quantitative, hypothetico-deductive work [58].

Hence, there have been some community efforts within computer

science and HCI to institute transparency and openness standards.
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The most robust movement in this area has arguably been the

ACM Artifact Review and Badging policy (https://www.acm.org/

publications/policies/artifact-review-and-badging-current), which

is however not mandated and has not been adopted by e.g. CHI.

Other efforts so far have mostly fizzled out: the RepliCHI com-

munity attempted to establish a dedicated publication stream for

replications that became a one-time “RepliCHI awardž at CHI 2013.

The Transparent Statistics in HCI community has developed a pro-

posal for amending CHI guides for authors and reviewers that have

not been adopted (https://transparentstatistics.org). The CHI 2018

SIG on Transparency and Openness Promotion guidelines [6] set

out to develop a community recommendation to SIGCHI, which

(based on its publicly available information) has not progressed.

One institutional reason for this lack of adoption may be that

HCI and computer science more widely strongly rely on conference

proceedings [54], which is often justified with their high speed:

conferences use comparably short ’one-shot’ review processes in

which practices like pre-registration would be hard to unfeasible to

implement (see e.g. the debate documented in [6]).

That said, the HCI publication ecosystem also features a healthy

share of journals, often for more integrative or extended work

building on conference publications. Six of the ten most highly cited

HCI venues in the most recent Google Scholar ranking are journals

[21]. However, comparatively little attention has been paid to the

role of HCI journal publishers in open science. As important as

conferences and CHI are to HCI as a field, a large portion of authors’

research will end up being published in journals. Journals also

arguably have fewer constraints on adopting open science standards

than conferences with annual schedules. For these reasons, we

sought to investigate the extent to which journals preferred by

members of the CHI community support open research practices.

This focus on journals also offers context to previous work, as the

majority of empirical assessments around open science in HCI have

focused on individual researchers rather than institutions.

1.2 Transparency and Openness Promotion
Guidelines

A good starting point for assessing the transparency and openness

of HCI journals are the Transparency and Openness Promotion

Guidelines (TOP); established in 2015 by a committee of researchers,

editors, and funding agency representatives [40], they are now

widely adopted, with over 5,000 signing journals and scholarly or-

ganizations. They contain eight modular standards for transparent

publishing practices, each with three levels of increasing stringency:

the respective standard is explicitly disclosed in journal guidelines

(level 1), required for accepted articles (level 2), or adherence to the

standard is verified before publication (level 3). The TOP Guidelines

explicitly neither mandate nor recommend that all journals imple-

ment all standards at the highest level (a common misconception):

their modularity and levels are designed to allow different journals

to choose a configuration fitting the needs and constraints of the

disciplines they serve. Conveniently for the purposes of assessment,

the TOP Guidelines go alongside a TOP Factor metric, a summary

statistic on how strongly a journal adopts the standards, complete

with a rubric for coding. This metric translates the 8 guidelines into

10 standards and gives a journal 0-3 points for each standard, usu-

ally aligned with the three levels of stringency, apart from standard

10, Badging, where journals can receive a maximum of 2 points, for

a maximum TOP Factor of 29. Certain standards are conceptually

similar, and have been grouped for description here.

1 Citation standards. Citation standards refer to the citation of ex-

ternal data sets used by the authors of a given publication, as well as

the possibility of storing one’s own data such that it can be cited as

a separate object. The Joint Declaration of Data Citation Principles

argues that “Data should be considered legitimate, citable products

of research. Data citations should be accorded the same importance

in the scholarly record as citations of other research objects, such

as publications" [22]. This has become increasingly important as

science continues to shift toward greater computational complexity,

larger data, and more extensive collaborations, making datasets in

many cases too large to be published alongside a single paper.

In order to ensure that stored data are FAIR (Findable, Accessible,

Interoperable, and Reusable [57]), it is necessary for journals to

clearly articulate standards for citing data. Within the TOP stan-

dards, journals receive one point for describing how and when

authors should cite of data with clear examples, two points for

requiring that data cited adheres to these citation standards, and

three points for verifying that data citations follow guidelines and

lead to persistent and usable data.

2 Data transparency, 3 Analytical method/code transparency, and 4

Research materials transparency. Standards 2ś4 describe the sharing

of data, analysis materials (statistical code, programs), and research

materials like questionnaires, which are all considered vital in order

to both reproduce the results in a manuscript as well as replicate

(parts of) the work in any future study. At level 1, journals simply

require authors to disclose in an availability statement for each

of these components (or one statement referencing all of them)

whether each is available and under what conditions. At level 2,

journals require that these are made publicly available unless the

authors provide a compelling ethical or legal conflict that precludes

sharing. At level 3, these are required to be publicly available, and

will be checked by reviewers or a data manager to confirm or

computationally reproduce results before publication.

5 Design and analysis (reporting) transparency. Reporting trans-

parency refers to whether journals have systems detailing minimal

levels of description that authors must provide for their studies.

A variety of guidelines exist for particular types of studies (e.g.,

CONSORT for clinical trials [49], PRISMA for systematic reviews

and meta-analyses [36, 43]), which seek to ensure that readers are

provided with sufficient detail to evaluate the comprehensiveness of

the method and results, and that future researchers could replicate

the study.

Reporting guidelines vary significantly from field to field, and

from method to method within a field, and thus it may not be feasi-

ble for journals to exhaustively articulate reporting standards for

each type of article they accept. Instead, 1 point is awarded if jour-

nals reference particular reporting guidelines that they recommend

authors follow, 2 points are awarded if journals require that au-

thors adhere to these reporting standards, and 3 points are awarded
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if journals review and enforce articles to ensure that reporting

standards are met.

6 Study (pre)registration and 7 Analysis plan (pre)registration. Prereg-

istration of studies involves registering the study design, variables,

and treatment conditions in advance of conducting the study, in

order to make clear what the original goals of the research were and

to differentiate confirmatory from exploratory research, thereby

reducing HARKing (Hypothesizing After Results are Known). In-

cluding an analysis plan involves specifying a sequence of analyses

or the statistical model that will be reported. Analysis plan preregis-

tration nearly always supersedes study preregistration, as in order

to prospectively register the statistical models one intends to run,

authors must describe the data that will be collected and the design

of the study that will produce that data.

In the TOP standards, journals receive one point for stating or

indicating that the work was preregistered, two points for verifying

that the work adheres to its preregistration plan and ensures that

exploratory results are clearly differentiated from confirmatory

ones, and three points for requiring that confirmatory research is

always preregistered.

8 Replication and 9 Publication Bias. Replication and publication

bias standards intend to combat the biases raised above against

insufficiently novel and null results. One powerful initiative has

been the rise of registered reports [5], a publishing format in which

study designs are peer-reviewed before being conducted, and if

deemed informative, are given in-principle acceptance, meaning

that they will be published regardless of the outcomes. The differ-

ences are stark: a recent study found that non-registered reports in

psychology contained 96% positive results, while only 44% of the

results from registered reports were positive [48].

Journals receive one point for explicitly accepting or encouraging

the submission of replication studies (standard 8) and stating that

novelty and statistical significance are not criteria for publication

decisions (standard 9). They receive two points respectively for

reviewing replication and novel studies blinded to results, and three

points for offering registered reports for each type of study.

10 Badges. The final category is somewhat more peripheral, and

concerns whether journals award badges to articles that engage in

some of the open practices above. The three badges used by the

Center for Open Science are Preregistration, Open Data, and Open

Materials. The limited existing evidence suggests that awarding

badges is associated with increased rates of data sharing [29]. A

journal scores one point for awarding one or two badges, and a

maximum of two points for awarding all three badges.

1.3 Research Question and Goals

Our research question was the following: To what extent do the

journals most commonly published in by the CHI community support

or require openness through their publishing policies? As indicated

above, we chose to focus in this study on journal articles and exclude

conference proceedings, because 1) there is some empirical work

on HCI conferences but none on journals to our knowledge, 2)

the TOP factor guidelines currently target journals, and 3) because

the expanded timeline and opportunities for authors to revise and

resubmit manuscripts allows for more straightforward support of

certain guidelines like preregistration. This should not be taken

to indicate that TOP guidelines have no value for conferences;

rather, adapting TOP to conferences such as CHI is a challenging

but valuable topic that we will return to in the discussion.

We hope the investigation of this question will achieve three

goals:

• Inform authors publishing HCI research about an alternative

metric to impact factors when evaluating candidate journals

for submissions

• Highlight editorial practices that may be relevant to estab-

lishing the trustworthiness of research for readers

• Draw attention toward opportunities for greater openness in

published HCI research, and encourage editors and editorial

boards to implement more transparent practices at their

journals

2 METHOD

The population of interest in our study is journals used by the HCI

community. However, journal database classificationsÐincluding

in HCIÐare not necessarily reliable [56]. For instance, on informal

inspection, we found that 20 of the 50 most cited HCI-classified

journals on Scimago are not HCI-focal on face value. To better

reflect HCI publication behavior than current databases, we chose

instead to construct our journal sample by analyzing the publica-

tion history of recent CHI first authors (see e.g. [46] for a similar

approach).

To establish the outlets in which CHI authors publish most fre-

quently, we used R’s RScopus [38] package to query the Scopus API

[13], as previous work found Scopus to be a comprehensive source

of publication and citation information in HCI research [34]. We

began by collecting a list of all CHI papers from 2016 to present,

totalling 4,676 documents. We chose this cutoff date both because

the TOP Factor framework was first released in 2015 and to reflect

journal preferences of the recent CHI community. From the list of

papers, we extracted each unique researcher who had first-authored

or co-authored one or more papers in CHI since 2016. This list con-

sisted of 10,213 authors, of whom 3,305 were listed as first author

on one or more CHI papers. Of the first authors, 48% report an

affiliation in North America, 35% Europe, 13% Asia, 3% Oceania,

and 1% Africa.

For each researcher, we then queried Scopus again for their full

publication history, using their Scopus-provided Author ID to avoid

name ambiguity and limiting results to journal articles only. This

resulted in a total of 109,745 articles, of which 83,436 were unique

(the difference being the result of journal articles authored by more

than one CHI author). Finally, for each article, we extracted the

name of the publication and calculated the frequency with which

each journal appeared.

2.1 Journal Selection

Results revealed that CHI coauthors publish in a much more dif-

fuse and field-diverse list of journals than CHI first authors. CHI

authors published in a total of 9,650 unique journals, while CHI

first authors published in 2,665 unique journals. Although 29 of the

top 50 journals overlapped across lists, the top 50 journals for CHI

first authors account for 39.0% of those authors’ total publications,
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whereas the top 50 journals for all CHI authors account for only

20.0%. In order to have a more focused and discipline-specific list,

we chose to evaluate the journals most frequently published in by

recent CHI first authors only.

In the original list of 50, 7 entries did not meet our inclusion

criteria, namely that journals must be (1) peer-reviewed, (2) accept

unsolicited submissions at any time, without requiring attendance

or presentation at a conference or event, (3) publish empirical find-

ings, and (4) have author guidelines in English. A further two were

duplicates of others already appearing on the list due to name

changes at the journal. These nine entries were each replaced by

the next-highest journal on the list (see supplementary materials

for details). The final two entries on the list were tied, and thus

both were included, leading to our final list of 51. We compared

our resulting journal sample with Google Scholar’s 2020 top HCI

venues by h-index, which features 12 conferences and eight jour-

nals; all eight journals appeared in our journal sample, indicating

convergent validity of our sampling method.

2.2 Coding

Two raters began by coding a test set of five random journals from

the list. Coding consisted of visiting the journal’s homepage and

reading all documentation on the submission process, author guide-

lines, editorial policies, article types, and any other related pages.

Key search strings (e.g., repl*, reg*, data*) were used to double check

the presence or absence of policies for particular standards. Raters

then met to discuss discrepancies in the initial codes, resulting pri-

marily in conceptual clarification of each standard. Each author

then separately coded the remaining 46 journals.

We used the R package irr [19] to calculate both interrater agree-

ment (IRA) as raw percentage and interrater reliability using qua-

dratic weighted Cohen’s 𝜅. After the first round of coding, overall

agreement was 85%, and reliability and agreement were acceptable

to excellent for 5 TOP standards: analytical methods transparency,

materials transparency, analysis preregistration, publication bias,

and badges (Table 1).

For the other 5 TOP standards, metrics were poorer, particularly

for reporting standards (both reliability and agreement) and repli-

cation (with reliability indicating slight systematic disagreement).

Reliability scores should be interpreted with caution, however; due

to extremely low variability in scores for some of the standards,

a small number of disagreements had a substantial impact on the

results.

The two raters thus met to discuss discrepancies. Results-blind

discussion about coding strategies revealed one fundamental misin-

terpretation of the role of reporting guidelines, prompting retrain-

ing with the TOP guideline materials for that standard. Discussion

also exposed two major ambiguities: first, the degree to which

publisher guidelines (intended to provide information about all of

the publisher’s journals) should only be considered, and second,

whether particular guidelines such as pre-registration should be

counted if they are described only in the context of clinical ran-

domized controlled trials (RCTs). We clarified our coding scheme

to specify 1) that publisher guidelines are only considered if the

author guidelines for the particular journal explicitly refer to or

link to these pages, and 2) that scores would be awarded based on

1st cycle 2nd cycle
Standard

𝜅 IRA 𝜅 IRA

Data citation .68 .73 .72 .76

Data transparency .64 .87 .49 .85

Analytical methods transparency .71 .91

Materials transparency .96 .98

Reporting guidelines .16 .30 .10 .78

Study preregistration .24 .89 .54 .94

Analysis preregistration .66 .98

Replication -.06 .84 -.05 .87

Publication bias .80 .98

Badges 1.0 1.0

Overall .85 .90

Table 1: Reliability and agreement scores after each round

of coding. 𝜅 = interrater reliability using Cohen’s quadratic

weighted 𝜅, IRA = interrater agreement as raw percentage.

whether the journal articulated standards for at least one type of

study (thus counting RCTs).

Raters then recoded those five standards with the revised coding

scheme. After the second cycle, overall agreement improved to

90%. Agreement dramatically improved for reporting guidelines,

but this was accompanied by a slight decrease in the already-low

reliability score due to an substantial decrease in variation. Reliabil-

ity and agreement improved moderately for study preregistration

and slightly for data citation, but decreased slightly for data trans-

parency. Replication scores were largely unchanged, with high

agreement but effectively at chance levels (with reliability near-

zero).

The remaining 44 (9.6%) disagreements were resolved through

discussion among the two raters. Disagreements tended to be the

result of unclear information from journals (sometimes hidden via

one or more nested links), remaining ambiguities in the coding

scheme, and human error. Multiple disagreements often had the

same cause (e.g., a particular publisher for whom all journals had

a broken link), further magnifying the effect of relatively minor

differences in coding.

Results of the coding process reflect both limitations in the TOP

rubric and the convolutions of author guidelines. Although high

agreement scores indicate that disagreements will not meaningfully

affect overall results, standards with low reliability scores should be

interpreted with some caution. However, the nature of the disagree-

ments was insightful, and contributing factors will be addressed in

the discussion section below. For each score, we have documented

the passage (where these exist) that led to the decision. All of these

as well as the codebook specifying which rules were introduced at

each stage of the coding process can be found in the supplemental

materials (https://osf.io/ck7em/).

3 RESULTS

Figure 2 shows bar charts for each of the TOP standards. The mean

TOP score across all top journals was 2.5 (mode = 0, median = 1,

max = 15, SD = 3.6). The standard with the highest average score

was data citation, where 51% (26/51) of journals achieved a score
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Figure 2: Bar plots showing frequency in raw numbers of each code (0, 1, 2, 3) for each of the 10 TOP standards.

of 1 or above. The standard with the lowest average was analysis

preregistration, for which only 4% (2/51) received a non-zero score.

Table 2 shows the results for each journal. Only 6 journals re-

ceived scores above 4; these were Frontiers in Psychology (15), PLOS

One (14), Multimodal Technologies and Interaction (12), Sensors (11),

Scientific Reports (9), and the Journal of Medical Internet Research

(8). Notable is that 2 of these top 6 scoresÐthose of Scientific Reports

and PLOS OneÐwere obtained by the two domain-general journals

in the sample, which publish HCI research alongside research from

a variety of other domains. A third high-scoring journal, Frontiers

in Psychology, also has a notably wide remit.

Large publishers tended to receive the same or similar scores

for all their journals (e.g., all IEEE journals scored 0; 4/5 Taylor &

Francis journals received a score of 2, with the last one receiving a

3; ACM journals received four 0s and a 1).

4 DISCUSSION

Our results show that journals published in by recent CHI first

authors do not currently set or specify encompassing openness and

transparency guidelines as articulated in the TOP Guidelines. Data

citation policies appeared in about half of journals, followed by

reporting guidelines and data/methods/materials transparency, for

which about one-third of journals had policies. Policies regarding

the remaining TOP standards, including preregistration, replication

studies, and publication bias, are highly uncommon.

Perhaps more worrying is that our scores represent a generous

interpretation of the underlying rubrics. During coding and when

resolving disagreements, we attempted to give the benefit of the

doubt to journal policies whenever possible, which included cases

of policies behind broken links (Taylor & Francis journals, 4 occur-

rences); reporting and registration guidelines that were specified

only for clinical trials, which do not form a substantial propor-

tion of HCI articles (4 occurrences); references to manuals like the

American Psychological Association Publication Manual [2] or the

International Committee of Medical Journal Editors guidelines [26]

that describe both formatting and reporting without clear indica-

tions of which aspects of these were recommended or required (3

occurrences); and internally inconsistent guidelines stating that an

availability statement is required in one section, and encouraged in

another (1 occurrence).

As noted, reporting standards and transparency standards for

data, analytical methods and materials were moderately prevalent,

with an average of a third of journals (9ś25) featuring some guide-

lines. This is concerning as nearly all publishers of the journals

examined here are members of the Committee on Publication Ethics

(COPE). One of COPE’s 10 core practices is Data and Reproducibil-

ity, stating “Journals should include policies on data availability

and encourage the use of reporting guidelines and registration of

clinical trials and other study designs according to standard practice

in their discipline" [10]. In other words: the studied HCI journals in

the majority do not live up to the data and reproducibility standards

their own publishers have subscribed to. While other COPE policies

regarding misconduct and fraud were found nearly universally in

author guidelines, COPE membership is evidently not sufficient to

guarantee even a statement of data availability (TOP score of 1),

much less a requirement that data be shared when possible (TOP

score of 2) in most of the journals we studied.

4.1 Usability and Accessibility: An Opportunity
for HCI Researchers

Subjectively, we found during the coding process that guidelines

that did exist were difficult to find and follow, often spread across

a number of pages, documents, and FAQ sections, and were some-

times incomplete or even self-contradicting. It is likely that manyÐ

perhaps mostÐauthors submitting papers to these journals will

only scan these documents and may miss crucial information about

transparency. This is all the more disconcerting for outlets from a

fieldÐHCIÐthat considers usability and accessibility key concerns.

With this in mind, HCI has the opportunity to play a vital role

not just in reforming their own field, but in supporting open sci-

ence interfaces and tools, and assisting publishers, developers, and

other creators with the design and creation of maximally usable

and accessible systems (make it easy, Figure 1). Members of the CHI

community have already begun to do this. Pu et al. [45] report an
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Journal Name Publisher Citation Data

Trans.

Analytical

Method

Trans.

Materials

Trans.

Reporting

Trans.

Study

prereg

Analysis

prereg

Replicati-

on

Publicati-

on Bias

Badges TOP Factor

IEEE Trans Vis Comput Graph IEEE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Int J Hum Comput Stud Elsevier 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
ACM Trans Comput Hum Interact ACM 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
Pers Ubiquitous Comput Springer 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 3
Interact Comput BCS 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3
IEEE Pervasive Comput IEEE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Comput Hum Behav Elsevier 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2
Int J Hum Comput Interact T&F 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
J Med Internet Res JMIR 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 3 1 8
Hum Comput Interact T&F 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2

Comput Graph Forum Wiley 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
IEEE Comput Graph Appl IEEE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Behav Inform Technol T&F 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 3
PLOS One PLOS 1 2 0 2 3 0 0 3 3 0 14
ACM Trans Graph ACM 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
IEEE Software IEEE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ACM Trans Access Comput ACM 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Univers Access Inform Soc Springer 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 3
First Monday FMEG 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Comput Supp Coop Work Springer 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Comput Educ Elsevier 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Multimed Tools Appl Springer 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 3
J Assoc Inf Sci Technol Wiley 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
New Media Soc SAGE 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
Sci Rep Nature 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 0 0 9
Front Psychol Frontiers 1 2 2 2 2 0 0 3 3 0 15
Entertain Comput Elsevier 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Int J Child Comput Interact Elsevier 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
ACM Trans Interact Intell Syst ACM 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
IEEE Trans Haptics IEEE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Int J Mob Hum Comput Interact IGI Global 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Inf Process Manag Elsevier 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
Comput Graph Elsevier 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2
J Vis Lang Comput Elsevier 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
IEEE Access IEEE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
J Multimodal User Interfaces Springer 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 4
IEEE Multimedia IEEE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Multimodal Technol Interact MDPI 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 0 0 12
Digit Creativ T&F 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
Presence: Virtual Aug Real MIT Press 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1

Sensors MDPI 2 2 2 2 1 1 0 1 0 0 11
User Model User-adapt Interact Springer 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 3
IEEE Trans Affect Comput IEEE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
J Am Med Inform Assoc AMIA/OUP 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Int J Med Inform Elsevier 1 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 4
Appl Ergon Elsevier 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Hum Factors SAGE 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 3 0 0 4
Inf Soc T&F 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
Inf Vis SAGE 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2
ACM Trans Appl Percept ACM 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Games Cult SAGE 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1

Table 2: Scores for each of the 10 standards for all 51 journals. TOP factor scores in the rightmost column are the sum of scores

for each module. ISO-4 journal abbreviations are used for space reasons.

interview study addressing users’ purposes for using preregistra-

tion and whether preregistration templates align with those goals,

Fernando & Kuznetsov [17] discuss opportunities and challenges

associated with open science/open source hardware, and Feger et al.

[15, 16] outline motivation and design considerations for systems

supporting reproducibility.

4.2 A Path Forward for TOP Guidelines in HCI

The applicability of the TOP Guidelines for HCI is subject to debate.

A document assembled during the CHI 2018 special interest group

meeting on TOP standards discusses various pros and cons of CHI

adopting each of the guidelines [6]. Participants noted a variety of

barriers to the implementation: the increased burden on reviewers,

challenges with anonymization, the need to protect participants

and commercial confidentiality, and certain types of HCI studiesÐ

e.g., engineering/artifact development or qualitative researchÐfor

which some or all TOP standards do not neatly apply or make sense.

Similar challenges are present in the adaptation of TOP guide-

lines to conference proceedings. It is unclear, for example, how a

registered reportÐwhich may need to be submitted and reviewed

months or years before data collection and analysis are concludedÐ

could be possible in a conference with a narrow annual review

and publication cycle. Nonetheless, we encourage those in the HCI

community who see value in the openness practices articulated in

TOP to consider how these adaptations might work, and use TOP

as a startingÐbut not endingÐpoint. Using registered reports as an

example, a conference could publish the protocol for a registered

report in a separate (e.g., late-breaking work) track one year, and

commit to publishing the results in a following year’s full-paper

proceedings; this aligns with arguments for reducing the size of pub-

lishable units of research output [18]. Recent moves of conferences

like CSCW or CHI Play to a journal format via PACMHCI [33] sug-

gest that more time-extensive review and revision cycles can work

in HCI conferences, which makes it substantially easier to imple-

ment certain TOP standards (e.g., giving reviewers sufficient time to

reproduce findings with shared data/analytical methods/material;

see TOP standards 2ś4).

We acknowledge these challenges to the development of open-

ness in HCI and its conference-heavy ecosystem. However, we

wish to emphasise again that it is neither necessary or advisable to

require all transparency and openness practices promoted in the

science reform movement and articulated in the TOP Guidelines in

all research: the TOP Guidelines are intentionally designed to be

fitted to disciplinary needs. In a sense, they are a forcing function
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for thinking through which aspects of transparency and openness

promotion would apply to one’s field, and transparently reporting

that one has done so. Standards can be implemented alongside clear

delineations of when and how they may not apply. Also, standards

are not fixed but in an ongoing development: work is already being

done to extend and amend transparency and openness standards

to serve the concerns and quality standards of non-experimental

and non-hypothetico-deductive work, including qualitative studies

[23, 24] and computational research [51]. If HCI researchers find

that e.g. certain TOP Guidelines do not readily apply to their kind

of research, this invites them to contribute to reflecting and devel-

oping standards and good practice of openness and transparency

that do benefit their work.

All that said, we believe that for the sizeable group of HCI re-

searchers whose work fits the quantitative, hypothetico-deductive

paradigm, our findings point to clear opportunities at each stage of

the publishing process to enact change. First, researchers can re-

ward journals that support transparency by submitting their work

to these outlets (make it rewarding). While impact factors, cita-

tion metrics, and disciplinary prestige are likely to continue to be

influential for the foreseeable future, authors can augment their

decisions with alternative metrics like the TOP factor.

Though it may be a thankless task for the time being, peer re-

viewers can push for greater transparency, for example asking for

data, code, and materials when possible, and attempting to repro-

duce results [37]. This will contribute to both error detection as well

as creating a normative expectation from authors, who may later

be more inclined to make vetted artifacts public. Both authors and

reviewers may, in the absence of clear guidance from journals, use

checklists of the sort proposed by Simmons et al. [50] to improve

the quality of reporting.

Finally, editors and publishers can institute clearer standards of

transparency in their journals, which in many cases would mean

to live up to the COPE core practices they already subscribe to. It is

clear that to receive ’full points’ on the TOP factor would require

a significant investment of resources by publishers, editors, and

peer reviewers (who may be ultimately responsible for verifying

adherence to analysis plans or reproducing results, for example),

which likely requires reforming publishing economics as well. We

do not expect that these changes are possible overnight. And again,

we do not expect that a TOP ’full score’ would be apt for all kinds of

HCI research: standards could be specified where necessary for the

kind of work submitted. Nonetheless, journals can make a positive

change immediately simply by adding clear statements about these

topics to their author guidelines, which can be adapted from TOP’s

example wordings for each standard and level https://osf.io/9f6gx/).

4.3 Limitations

Low reliability scores for certain standards (reporting guidelines,

replication) are a notable limitation of this study. The overall high

agreement scores indicate that discrepancies would have minimal

effects on the total distribution of scores; however, one should be

cautious when interpreting individual journals’ scores for the low-

reliability TOP standards. Our work is therefore better understood

as a snapshot of the editorial policies of the sample as a whole,

rather than an indictment of particular journals or publishers. We

recommend authors carefully review journal guidelines in light

of their own priorities, and that future research use more coding

rounds or additional raters.

While we believe our list of journals is a good representation of

the CHI community’s publishing outlet preferences, some HCI com-

munities, for example those working in different regions, languages,

or combinations of disciplines, may be not well represented by our

sample. We also recognise that some journals in our sample (e.g.

PLOS One, IEEE Computer Graphics and Applications) arguably are

not HCI-focal, limiting the construct validity of our sample. That

said, we subsampled just those 10 journals with “Human/Child-

Computerž, “Computer-Humanž, “Ergonomicsž, and “Human Fac-

torsž in their title, and the thrust of our findings doesn’t change:

their mean TOP score is 1.8. Finally, it is likely that journal pref-

erences have changed since our sampling period; HCI researchers

may have gradually begun to select journals with more open and

transparent practices in recent years, as the issues surrounding

research trustworthiness continue to attract attention.

5 CONCLUSION

In this study, we showed that the majority of journals most fre-

quently published in by recent CHI first authors do not currently

set clear openness and transparency standards as articulated by the

TOPGuidelines. Editorial policies regarding replication, (pre)registration,

and publication bias are especially uncommon, appearing in less

than 12% of journals. We reflect upon the suitability of current

transparency guidelines like TOP for HCI, and argue that while

ongoing adjustments are necessary to better suit the field, this can

occur in parallel with efforts to increase transparency and openness.

We lay out opportunities for authors, reviewers, and editors to enact

positive change and ultimately improve the trustworthiness of HCI

research. At a minimum, HCI researchers across methodological

paradigms and philosophies of science should be able to rely on

their peers working in a realist, quantitative, hypothetico-deductive

paradigm to live up to their own standards and best practices.
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